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## Abbreviations and acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>Australian Bureau of Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGO</td>
<td>Australian Greenhouse Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIAS</td>
<td>Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU</td>
<td>The Australian National University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>Australian Research Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAC</td>
<td>Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAEPR</td>
<td>Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDEP</td>
<td>Community Development Employment Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGC</td>
<td>Commonwealth Grants Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO</td>
<td>Commonwealth Scientific Research and Industrial Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFACS</td>
<td>Department of Family and Community Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Maningrida Arts and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTU</td>
<td>Northern Territory University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary

This discussion paper is a brief summary of a number of intellectual endeavours undertaken in 2001. First and foremost, it is an attempt to progress a research collaboration between the author—a social scientist based at the Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research—and a number of biological scientists based at the Australian Research Council ARC Key Centre for Tropical Wildlife Management at the Northern Territory University. It is hoped that it also further progresses our joint collaboration with an Indigenous organisation, the Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation in central Arnhem Land. The broad aim of this wider collaboration is to generate creative ideas about new development futures for Aboriginal people living on Aboriginal land.

The paper seeks to broaden the notion of the economy and development to include the customary economy. A number of other issues are discussed in the process, some in a very cursory and exploratory way. These include the debate about Indigenous development encapsulated in extreme ideological positions taken by so-called ‘progressives’ and ‘conservatives’, as well as more conventional debates about the shortcomings of notions of development that are embedded in the market mentality and have limited analytical capacity for considering cross-cultural and sustainability issues. There is a linked debate about land rights and native title and whether the restitution of property rights (in land and species) to Indigenous groups will have a positive (or negative) future development impact.

The paper begins by outlining the economic development problem that is faced by Indigenous people living on Aboriginal land in remote and regional Australia. It then describes the hybrid economy, made up of market, state and customary components, that is a distinctive feature of such situations, and argues that a big part of the development problem is that this type of economy is poorly understood—by politicians, policy makers and Indigenous people and their representative organisations alike. Consequently, important Indigenous contributions remain unquantified and unrecognised in mainstream calculations of economic worth. This shortcoming is generated in large measure by inadequate analytical approaches that fail to ask how development based on market engagement be delivered to communities that are extremely remote from markets, in both locational and cultural terms.

A proper understanding of the hybrid economy requires a hybrid analytical and intellectual framework that combines science, social sciences and Indigenous knowledge systems. The paper argues for such a framework, and concludes by providing a few examples of how this different approach might enhance greater sustainable development on Aboriginal land in the twenty-first century.
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Introduction

At the start of the twenty-first century we have seen the emergence of a new and very provocative discourse on Indigenous affairs policy. The popular media have allocated labels to two ideological camps: the ‘progressives’ who support an amalgam of Indigenous citizenship rights and special rights, and the ‘conservatives’ who believe that the way forward is through a more thorough incorporation of Indigenous people into the mainstream. Two recent books depict the extremes of these contrasting positions: Folds’ (2001) Crossed Purposes and Sandall’s (2001) The Culture Cult. Sandall accuses the progressives of giving too much weight to history, and of dishonestly ‘romanticising the primitive’ and facilitating the exclusion of Indigenous people from the benefits of modernity. The policy implication of his position is assimilation. Folds, on the other hand, provides a markedly different polemic of informed cultural relativism based on long-term residence in a Pintubi community. His position recognises lived reality, cultural difference and Pintubi choice. The policy implication of Folds’ position, however, is arguably the continuation of the status quo.

In this exploratory discussion paper I set out to challenge the ideological positions of both ‘progressives’ and ‘conservatives’, and of conventional economic thinking in general. I begin by outlining the economic development problem that is faced by Indigenous people living on Aboriginal land in remote and regional Australia. I then describe the nature of the hybrid economy, made up of market, state and customary components, that is a distinctive feature of such situations. Part of the development problem is that this type of economy is poorly understood—by politicians, policy makers and Indigenous people and their representative organisations alike. Consequently, important Indigenous economic contributions remain unquantified and unrecognised in mainstream calculations.

Part of the problem is generated by inadequate intellectual approaches to development dilemmas on Aboriginal land which are encapsulated in the false question: how can development based on market engagement be delivered to communities that are remote? Part of the answer, I will argue, is to question the premise upon which it is based, which is that the only type of economy worth the name is the market economy. In arguing for the existence and validity of the hybrid economy I will suggest that it can only be properly understood through a hybrid intellectual framework that combines science, social sciences and Indigenous knowledge systems. I will end by providing a few examples of how this different approach might enhance greater sustainable development on Aboriginal land in the twenty-first century: I will not, at this juncture, discuss in any great detail the many statutory, institutional and cultural barriers to such development that will need to be overcome.

This discussion paper is intentionally broad in scope and somewhat polemical because it is my view that such an approach is needed if we are to break the shackles of the very dominant market mentality that continues to pervade mainstream thinking. Such a mentality, I contend, is at best inadequate and
The people and the country

It is difficult to say just how many people live on Aboriginal-owned land. One recent estimate from 1999 suggests a total figure of about 110,000, with perhaps one in ten being non-Indigenous residents (Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2000). The Indigenous population of these lands accounted for about 25 per cent of the total Indigenous population at that time. It is significant that historical analysis over the last four censuses, 1981 to 1996, indicates that this population has grown significantly. More importantly, some recent preliminary population projections undertaken by Taylor and Bell (2001) in relation to a number of remote mining regions forecast rapid future growth. The Indigenous population of these selected regions is conservatively estimated to grow by 10,000 from 24,000, at a rate of 2 per cent per annum, between 1996 and 2016.

As this population grows, it is likely that the Aboriginal-owned land base will also grow. For example, recent research by Pollack (2001) indicates that the Indigenous share of the national estate comprised 14.2 per cent of Australia in 1993, 15.1 per cent by 1996, and between 16 per cent and 18 per cent in 2000. Such growth is a result of claims processes incorporated in land rights and native title laws, as well as the purchasing activity of the Indigenous Land Corporation. At the same time, native title property rights have also received enhanced statutory recognition, most significantly in the Yanner v Eaton High Court decision on customary use rights over wildlife.

The economic development problem for Indigenous people resident on Aboriginal land can briefly be described in the following terms: compared to the wider Australian norm, incomes are low and there is heavy dependence on the state as a source of income. At times this situation is depicted in terms of poverty and excessive welfare dependency: recently there has been a tendency for welfare reformers, for example McClure (2000), and Indigenous spokespeople such as Pearson (2000) to attribute many problems in Indigenous communities to these features. Reliance on the state can be explained by the relative absence of commercially viable enterprises in these remote localities. The market (or the private sector) is at best small, at worst non-existent, and consequently the state looms relatively large as provider of welfare and services. Had the populations of many of these regions been entirely non-Indigenous it is highly likely that today they would be even more sparsely populated, or even uninhabited. Conversely, if the land now occupied was not of marginal commercial value, it is unlikely that it would be Aboriginal-owned, because most restitution of land since the 1970s has been predicated on it being unalienated Crown land, which has been historically of limited commercial value.
History plays a major part in explaining the current situation and the following factors are of critical importance:

- colonisation encroached on much land that is now Aboriginal-owned (and its inhabitants) relatively late; this was partly due to geographic isolation and partly to the low commercial worth of the land;
- subsequent land rights legislation, and more recently native title laws have returned significant areas to inalienable, but communal, title; and
- the incorporation of the Indigenous people in these remote areas into the Australian state as full citizens also occurred only recently, leaving a negative legacy, in mainstream terms, of low education status, low health status, and so on, but conversely a positive legacy in terms of robustness of cultural identity and continuity of customary economic practice.

There are myriad other factors that explain contemporary development problems, many of which have been well-researched.

- Distinct Indigenous practice results in very different family formations from the Australian norm: families are generally larger, dependency ratios are higher, there is a far higher rate of population mobility (generally within fixed regions). Kin-based relations of production often limit individual and household economic incentive and accumulation.
- Property rights in land and resources have statutory and customary manifestations that are only loosely correlated; these property rights may not be equitably distributed, especially in situations when market development occurs.
- Social capital that might be well adapted to Indigenous prerogatives is robust, as is evident in continuities in customary laws and practices. But it is poorly adapted or is adapting only slowly to the market. This creates governance problems and associated political instability when market opportunities, such as major resource developments, occur.

There are other factors that are less well researched that also play a role in development.

- While there is a tendency to define communities as Indigenous, all but the smallest have powerful non-Indigenous sectors. Management of most remote communities is in the hands of non-Indigenous people who not only have a pivotal role in the market and state sectors of the economy, but who also define how these markets will operate and articulate with the customary sector.
- While there is currently a high degree of ‘churning’ of the non-Indigenous population, there is no indication that this component of the population will decline in the future. Indeed if the mixed family formation evidenced in other parts of Australia is indicative (Gray 1997), it is possible that this component of the population will increase throughout the twenty-first century.
The hybrid economy

The hybrid economy framework used here is intended as an analytical construct for the assessment of the particularities of any one situation and the linkages between the market, the state and the customary components of the economy. These linkages can be complex and are simplified significantly here. I begin with a description of each sector.

The market

The market can best be conceptualised as the productive private sector; it is always evident, but often more in a consumptive than a productive manifestation. In its productive form the market is often very small and might include the retail sector, the arts industry, commercial wildlife harvesting, local entrepreneurial activity and, in some situations, articulation with the mining and tourism sectors. While there has been considerable debate recently about the emerging impacts of globalisation on the market in regional Australia (see Gray & Lawrence 2001) in reality the Indigenous economy has felt limited impact because there is so little market engagement. This does not mean, however, that Indigenous communities are not subject to globalisation: in some situations international impacts on arts, tourism and mining have direct and indirect ramifications for Indigenous stakeholders.3

The state

The state is present on Aboriginal land in many manifestations—as it is everywhere—as service provider to citizens, as provider of the welfare safety net, as law enforcer, and as regulator. In many Indigenous situations the state as provider looms relatively large because the productive market is relatively small and the customary economy is largely ignored in analysis. There are arguments to suggest that given the extent of relative need, the state should in fact play a greater role in many Indigenous communities (Commonwealth Grants Commission (CGC) 2001).4 Others argue that excessive state intervention, especially in the delivery of ‘passive welfare’ is often the cause of social problems: it is not that there is too little state support, it is just of the wrong form (Pearson 2000).5

While the evidence suggests that more of the state might be needed in the short-term, the political economy of Australian federalism and the relative absence of the productive market in remote areas often results in regional neglect. From the late twentieth century, governments have increasingly tried to corporatise and privatise state service provision, or else cost-shift onto that part of the corporate sector operating under the new rubric of ‘corporate citizenship’. Recent welfare reform based on McClure recommendations (McClure 2000) and auspiced by the government’s 2001–02 package Australians Working Together (Commonwealth of Australia 2001) seeks to establish mutual obligation relationships between
communities and welfare beneficiaries, a potentially fraught new form of cost-shifting from government to citizens.

**The customary economy**

The customary economy is made up of a range of productive activities that occur outside the market and that are based on cultural continuities: hunting, gathering and fishing occur within the customary economy, but so too do a range of other activities like land and habitat management, species management and the maintenance of biodiversity. A distinctive feature of the customary economy is that it is not monetised; consequently, its value has remained either unquantified or unrecognised in mainstream terms. Researchers, as a general rule, have ignored the value of the customary economy for a variety of reasons, but mainly because it is very difficult to quantify, especially on a regional scale. Case study material suggests that the customary economy can have significant economic value, especially in the tropical savannas and wetlands. The monetary value of the customary economy is most clearly evident when its products are marketed and attract a dollar value, as with the sale of Indigenous art. Even in such contexts there are indications of under-valuation.

**Linkages and interdependencies**

In reality, there are invariably linkages and interdependencies between these three conceptual sectors: that is the nature of hybridity. Four cross-cutting cleavages are noteworthy.

- Market, state and customary—as evidenced, for example, in the marketing of arts via art centres that are state-supported, but are also dependent on their operating profits. Similar hybridity is evident in the commercial utilisation of wildlife and in cultural tourism enterprises, indeed in most activity that is underwritten to some extent by the state.
- Market and state—as in commercial enterprises that are underwritten by the state, be it by the Community Development Employment Project (CDEP) scheme or through direct state enterprise support.
- Market and customary—as in joint ventures that might not be predicated on any state support, but which require customary involvement.
- State and customary—as in customary activities that are underwritten by state support, usually in the form of income support from the CDEP scheme or welfare.

Regional interdependencies are also significant, but are rarely highlighted. An example is the significant attraction to international tourism of species biodiversity in Kakadu National Park; much of this is linked to habitat conservation not just in Kakadu, but also in abutting Aboriginal land in western Arnhem Land. A positive spin-off benefit for Australian tourism is generated on Aboriginal land, but is largely unrecognised, except by biological scientists, and is neither quantified nor remunerated.
Development dilemmas

The fundamental development dilemma faced by most Indigenous communities located on Aboriginal land is how to grow the hybrid economy. In many situations it is possible that, population growth aside, the level of state intervention has peaked and the key development issue is how to expand the productive market and customary sectors. Development dilemmas abound: I focus on just four.

First, given that many members of Indigenous communities on Aboriginal land aspire to maintain a degree of physical distancing from the wider global economy (Levitus 2001), the extent of engagement with the market will vary enormously. While the members of each community will make decisions about the tradeoff between engagement and isolation, it is important that the implications of any new business opportunity, especially in high social contact industries like tourism, are understood. Distinctions between direct and indirect engagements with the market will be important: there is a significant difference between producing art for sale at controlled outlets and high levels of tourist visitation onto one’s land (see Altman 1989).

A second dilemma is the establishment of appropriate recognition of the contribution of the customary economy to Indigenous households and communities and to the wider society. Such a contribution can be of direct benefit to Indigenous economic wellbeing, for example in the returns from wildlife harvesting. But indirectly, external benefits are also generated for regions and the nation, for example by the positive impacts of such harvesting on the maintenance of species biodiversity. Another example is the use of fire for land management and maintenance of floral biodiversity (Russell-Smith et al. 1998; Yibarbuk et al. 2001). Of secondary significance, but still noteworthy, is the unrecognised contribution of Indigenous people to nation-building: roads, airstrips and other infrastructure developed over time with minimal state support represent a growing investment in the remotest regions. The development dilemma here is how to ensure that Indigenous people are remunerated for the spill-over benefits they generate for regions and the nation, while also ensuring that recognition of the previously unrecognised does not result in cost-shifting and the jeopardisation of state support for households. And while those who profit should theoretically underwrite the provision of economic activity with spin-off benefit, there is clearly what economists call an ‘information problem’ here and no opportunity to trade between providers and beneficiaries.

The third dilemma is the difficult issue of governance. There is a belated recognition of the need to invest in community capacity-building and institutional strengthening that will ensure political stability (critical to investor confidence) and the equitable distribution of income. This is reflected in new programs like pilot Community Participation Agreements (Commonwealth of Australia 2001; see also Smith 2001). A dilemma here is the tension between customary law, that gives primacy to traditional land owners, and commercial law, that gives primacy to sound business practice and investor interests.
A fourth and associated issue is how to structure community and economic governance in a manner that recognises the intercultural nature of many Indigenous communities and the heavy reliance of many organisations on non-Indigenous staff. It is likely that enhanced engagement with the market will increase rather than decrease the extent of such reliance, and there will be a need for governance structures that protect the interests of Indigenous stakeholders, especially in joint ventures. There is clearly a tension here between the rhetoric of Indigenous self-sufficiency and the reality of interdependence—another form of hybridity. Considerable attention needs to be given to the issue of how Indigenous interests might gain access to non-Indigenous staff of high quality: how do communities ensure excellence in staff recruitment, how do staff stay abreast of the latest developments when residing in isolated situations, and how do communities ensure that they curtail staff influence? Is there a need for larger regional structures with critical mass that might attract more highly skilled people, provide them with a career structure, and encourage outward-looking and productive relationships with universities and the private sector.10

Sustainability issues
The plethora of possibilities within the hybrid economy suggest that a diversity of approaches will be needed to assess sustainability—be it in the market, state or customary sectors, or any combination thereof. Some recent research in which I have participated indicates the benefits that accrue from a collaboration between scientists, social scientists and Indigenous stakeholders. Such collaboration is unprecedented, but it is an important and necessary, if not sufficient, precursor to ensure sustainability of enterprise. Two examples are provided below.

- Maningrida Arts and Culture (MAC) in central Arnhem Land sells over 1,000 carved wood sculptures per annum, but there has been limited research on the sustainability of species harvested, and no assessment of the limits to sustainable production. In 2000, a project undertaken by the ARC Key Centre for Tropical Wildlife Management in collaboration with MAC and the regional Djelk community rangers investigated the impact of the industry on one softwood species, *Bombax ceiba*, and found that production levels were currently sustainable because 80 per cent of harvested stems regenerated (Philips 2001). A collaborative project is now under way between MAC, Djelk community rangers, and academic researchers from the Northern Territory University and the Australian National University to assess the impact of the carved wood industry on all species and to estimate sustainable production limits.

- In the same region, a study called the Bawinanga Sustainable Use Project is under way, involving the same set of stakeholders and local Indigenous experts. It is estimating the stocks and sustainable yield of a number of wildlife species including wallabies, saltwater goannas and mud mussels (BAC 2000, 2001; Griffiths 2000). The aims of this research are to variably assess the limits to wallaby utilisation in the customary sector, the impact of
cane toad infestation on goanna populations, and the potential to harvest mud mussels for both customary and commercial purposes. Another project being undertaken here is a commercial and biological assessment of the potential of small-scale plant harvesting enterprises (see Whitehead et al. 2001). Nearby in Kakadu National Park, a project sponsored by Environment Australia is just beginning to look at feral animal management, and options for undertaking management through customary and commercial use rather than through expensive and probably futile attempts at eradication.

Lessons from the past suggest that no one approach is sufficient on its own to truly assess sustainability. There is a need for a hybrid approach that combines scientific assessment of biological sustainability, social-scientific assessment of commercial and social viability, and Indigenous expert assessment of cultural practice. Just as with the various combinations between market, state and customary sectors of the economy, so a variety of approaches combining science, social sciences and Indigenous expertise is needed to provide holistic and realistic assessments of sustainability and viability.¹¹

**Future development options**

The economic futures for Indigenous people living on Aboriginal lands have to be different from the situations obtaining in the immediate past, otherwise it is likely that remote area and rural enclaves of poverty and dependence will not only remain, but will increase in number and size with population growth. This is not the occasion to examine future options in any great detail, but rather an opportunity to elucidate some broad views. I begin with some observations.

- There will be enormous variability in the nature of the hybrid economy, in how people address development dilemmas, and in the thoroughness of their approaches to ensure sustainability.

- Accurate information will be needed if strategic decisions are to be made regarding which of the market, the state and the customary sectors should be given growth emphasis. Targeted support under Community Participation Agreements (despite the program’s unfortunate mutual obligation and welfare overtones) could assist provision of such information at the community level.

- Overall reliance on the state, so called ‘welfare dependence’, will not decline, because there are structural and other impediments that will limit the overall growth of the market in the remote regions where Indigenous people live on Aboriginal land. However, there is a strong moral, political and economic argument for using a different nomenclature for such state support. It should be defined as regional fiscal subvention (in much the same way as that provided to other parts of regional Australia) and targeted to situations where previously unrecognised productive activity has spin-off benefits to industries and regions beyond the Indigenous estate.
In the twenty-first century it will be necessary to combine elements of what has been and is successful with new opportunities, some of which are currently unimagined. Development will require greater Indigenous engagement with the market; a greater Indigenous uptake of opportunities provided by the state; and an enhanced participation, in an ecologically-sustainable manner, of the customary.

The future potential value of the Indigenous land base and the future rights of Indigenous people in species should not be underestimated. If current research by the Cooperative Research Centre for the Sustainable Development of Tropical Savannas is indicative (see Tropical Savannas CRC 2000), much of the Indigenous-owned estate is relatively environmentally undegraded and species biodiversity remains high, and these features will be increasingly valued both by Australia and by the world at large in the future. There is real possibility that a conservation role will be increasingly recognised as a contribution of the hybrid economy, occurring at equivalent or lower public cost than mainstream conservation projects in national parks. Such an approach, that sees the state underwriting Indigenous sustainable use (and the associated maintenance of species biodiversity), is already partially evident in support for Indigenous Protected Areas. If the state sees the value of conserving the biodiversity of Aboriginal-owned land, then the apparently high cost of underwriting remote outstations or community ranger stations (that might have a secondary commercial role in cultural tourism or wildlife resource exploitation) begins to make economic sense: the cost/benefit trade-off fundamentally alters.12

New industries will emerge or develop from their currently embryonic state. An early twenty-first-century example is the Arnhem Land Fire Abatement Project currently under consideration by the Australian Greenhouse Office (AGO) under its Round 2 Greenhouse Gas Abatement Program. This project is a collaboration between the Bushfires Council of the Northern Territory, CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems, the Northern Land Council, a number of other Indigenous regional and community organisations, and the University of California. This project aims to deliver 300,000 tonnes of measured carbon abatement per annum that will be commercially tradeable under the Kyoto Protocol from 2008. The project will generate important employment and training opportunities in the customary sector for Indigenous people living on their lands. However, there is a very worrying unresolved question: whether property rights in tradeable carbon credits in the 2008–12 period will be vested with Aboriginal land owners or the Commonwealth.13 Another new possibility is linked to the carbon sink potential of the Aboriginal estate that again might be tradeable in the future.

**Conclusion**

I began this discussion paper by outlining an emergent discourse about Indigenous development. I end by especially challenging the polemics of one group—‘the conservatives’—which argues that there is no economic future for
Indigenous people residing on their remote lands. For these commentators the future for Indigenous Australians lies in modernity, urbanisation, a full embrace of the market, and ultimately, assimilation. In the process I also demonstrate how Indigenous development has important links to broader development debates in Australia, particularly those about sustainability and environmental issues.

A critical flaw in the conservatives’ position is that it is unconnected to statistical demographic reality: indications are that the Indigenous population of much of remote and regional Australia, where the expanding Indigenous estate is located, will increase. In my fundamentally different prognosis, I argue that there are real sustainable development options on Aboriginal land. An initial problem must be overcome: both policy makers and Indigenous stakeholders are using the wrong conceptual framework for understanding the nature of the economy in these regions. The choice is not limited just to the market and welfare economy. There is a tendency by all to ignore the customary sector in the modern hybrid economy and this sector’s direct and indirect linkages and important commercial potentialities.

The realisation of development possibilities will not occur automatically or quickly, and the broad challenges, many based on a deeply-entrenched historical legacy, are great. The key immediate challenges are threefold.

- The first is to understand the nature of the economy, plan for sustainability, and nurture the hybrid economy in ways that mesh with Indigenous values.
- The second is to shift the political debate to ensure a recognition of customary contributions provided by Indigenous people to regional and national economies and industries, and ensure appropriate financial underwriting by those who benefit.
- Finally, market opportunities in many remote localities are rare, so when new opportunities arise they must be quickly harnessed by Indigenous interests. It is imperative that newly emerging property rights (e.g. in tradeable carbon credits) are commercially realised, not alienated as in the past.

The challenges to utilise the expanding Aboriginal estate so as to provide economic opportunities to its growing Indigenous population are significant. Recent research clearly indicates that there are regional opportunities for both development and conservation embedded in the customary economy, but realism also suggests that the state as provider will loom large in most situations for many years. The form and design of institutional structures within the Indigenous realm will be crucial in determining whether new regional opportunities are fully realised for the benefit of Indigenous people. It is also important to consider the transportability of best practice across regions. But there can be little doubt that development opportunity in the hybrid economy, enhanced by a hybrid approach focused on sustainability, will be of great significance in the twenty-first century.
Notes

1. While popular media coverage of such issues characteristically waxes and wanes, the extent of such coverage in 2001 does warrant reference. See e.g. the series 'What matters most' in The Australian in April and May 2001 and Nicolas Rothwell’s concluding article ‘At the dawn of a brand new day’, The Australian, 5–6 May 2001.

2. It is important to make the point, when first using the term ‘Indigenous community’ that very few with populations exceeding 50 persons have Indigenous-only populations even when they are located on Aboriginal-owned land. Most community populations are mixed and it is not unusual for 10% of a community population to be non-Indigenous. The socioeconomic status and economic power of the non-Indigenous component of any ‘Indigenous’ community is far greater, in proportion to its size, that that of the Indigenous component.

3. The longer-term impacts of globalisation, especially of new communications technology, on the economy and social fabric of remote Indigenous communities awaits thorough investigation.

4. The final report of the CGC’s Indigenous Funding Inquiry was completed in April 2001 but was not made publicly available till October.

5. Interestingly, at times the state takes on the role of regulator, for example when people want to commercially harvest new species and applications for commercial trials are rejected on health, safety or other grounds.

6. There are some issues embedded in this that are very important but which I cannot address in detail in this paper. First, it is hard enough to aggregate case studies using fine-grained scientific and cultural data from discrete relatively environmentally homogeneous environments like Arnhem Land, let alone incorporate in addition studies of Aboriginal land that is in more arid zones or that is more environmentally degraded. Second, there are ecological debates about the relative productivity of different environments. The biological–human ecology questions concern the factors that maintain some form of bounded equilibrium. This is a very complex issue that will be influenced by demography, history, forms of wildlife and change, regulatory regimes, cultural practices, and so on.

7. See e.g. work by Altman (1987) and Vardon (2001), and much work in progress by the NTU’s ARC Key Centre for Tropical Wildlife Management (Griffiths 2000; Griffiths et al. 2000; Whitehead et al. 2001).

8. See e.g. ABS (2001) which values Indigenous commercial art sales in 1999–2000 at $36m, a likely under-enumeration owing to a focus on only 31 Indigenous art centres and a failure to identify Indigenous interests in, or ownership of, commercial galleries.

9. It is interesting to contrast the reluctance to quantify spin-off benefits with the rush to quantify costs associated with invasions of exotic pests like the cane toad into tropical Australia. The state underwrites farmers when their productive capacity is impaired by drought or flood, weeds or locusts, but there is clear reluctance to quantify or compensate Indigenous people when the productive base of the customary economy is impaired. The recent incursion of cane toads into tropical savannas and wetlands will lead to the poisoning of freshwater crocodiles, long-necked turtles, goannas and carnivorous birdlife—species integral to the customary economy. There is no hint of state intervention to compensate poor Indigenous people for the lost productive capacity of the customary economy.
10. The Balkanu Cape York Aboriginal Development Corporation, based in Cairns but with a service focus on Cape York Peninsula, is an illustrative example of how such regional development and recruitment organisations might be structured.

11. Such issues are part of a broader challenge to mainstream economics and its faith in the market and the price mechanism (which often ignores the long-term, the intangible and the environmental, let alone the cross-cultural). The challenge to ensure sustainability has not thus far been particularly taken up in Australia.

12. An unpublished document ‘Community Ranger and Land Management Groups, Top End’ compiled by Peter Cooke and dated September 2001 indicates that there are currently 24 such groups at various stages of development in the region of the Northern Land Council. These groups receive highly variable levels of support from a wide variety of programs, ranging from the Indigenous Protected Areas program, to Landcare to National Heritage Trust, to the CDEP scheme.

13. In my view, there is a strong case for full property rights in tradeable carbon to be vested with Indigenous participants in the Arnhem Land Fire Abatement Project. Otherwise there would be limited incentive for Indigenous people to participate in the project after 2008, when AGO funding would cease. If the Commonwealth wanted to veto trade in the carbon to assist national abatement targets, then Indigenous interests could be provided with an equivalent of the value of carbon abatement (currently estimated at ranging from $2–$30 per tonne), quarantined for use on future abatement. There are existing precedents under the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976 for payment of mining royalty equivalents.
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